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Abstract:  

In January 2015, a military operation was set to raid Roumieh Central Prison, the most 
notorious and overpopulated prison in Lebanon. According to the minister of Interior 
Affairs, the operation aimed to dismantle a telecommunication infrastructure the prisoners 
have allegedly built to administer “terrorist attacks” from inside the infamous Bloc B, the 
part of the prison which houses individuals affiliated with fundamental Islamist groups. A 
few hours before the military operation, a photograph taken through the bars of a prison 
cell window began circulating on social media. It captured the military vehicles approaching 
the building from the P.O.V of an inmate in Bloc B. Shortly afterwards, more images and 
videos started to surface, notably a video recorded by an inmate showing the panic within 
the corridors of the prison during the military invasion and the media blackout. In my paper, 
I address this unusual phenomenon of footage production in relation to the modern forms 
of state warfare and the performance of violence in the name of sovereignty. Situating my 
work within the framework of critical visual culture studies, and explicitly on the work of 
Feldman (1991; 2000; 2015) and Mitchell (2011). I approach the events presented above 
through three main acts; the first deals with the media campaigns prior to the military 
operation, the second focuses on the footage production from within the prison during the 
military operation, and the third addresses the state’s attempts to re-establish sovereignty 
through visual practices after the end of the operation. I argue that, before the military 
operation, the minister of Interior Affairs relied on the Lebanese media infrastructure and 
their established narrative of the prison to legitimize and justify his war of sovereignty. In 
addition, I reflect on the resistance potential and the testimonial element of the act of 
image and video recording by inmates during the military operation. I examine the extent 
such footage can disrupt the limitation the prison complex creates on the flow of 
information and testimonies. Finally, I claim that, after the military operation, the state 
conducted yet another invasion on the prison through the use of the camera. By utilizing the 
media infrastructure, the war of sovereignty performed its counterinsurgent 
governmentality; a war which prohibits the witness to speak the truth to that very war. By 
reentering the prison with a team of reporters, the minister reclaimed the viewer to his side 
and reestablished the coercive power’s view of incarceration. I demarcate this “war of 
images” and argue that, within the context of Lebanon, sovereign power resorted to the 
media infrastructure to erase any archival and sensory proof of its insensible “war on terror” 
while perpetually aiming to legitimize the quotidian violence of incarceration. 
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